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Standalone 1-8 Door System 

With a modern and sleek design to compliment 

the aesthetic appeal of any building, the IXP20 

provides a cutting edge access control system, 

taking you into the future with complete peace 

of mind and security. The two and a half inch 

colour TFT touch screen offers complete system 

configuration including simple and advanced 

settings, reporting and tag administration. 

 Up to 1000 tagholders 

 Expandable to 8 doors 

 Touch screen programming 

 Up to 5000 buffered transactions 

 Access groups and named tagholders 

 Seamless upgrade to a full online system 

 RF Integration 

IXP20 2 Door Standalone 
System Controller           
GB/ISC921 
Two door controller complete with full-colour 

touch screen programmer. Expand two doors at 

a time using the GB/IPS920i to a maximum of 8 

full anti-passback doors. 

 

 The GB/ISC921 features a colour 2.5” touch 
screen display for manual configuration, 
including: 

 Access groups 

 Named tagholders 

 Intuitive menu for programming with icons 

 Optional web interface for programming 

 Up to 1,000 users 

 On-board reporting 

 On-board diagnostics 

 Simple and advanced system configuration 

 Screen lock for configuration security 
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RF Integration 

By using the UHR/903 antennae reader it is possible to 

add an RF remote function to the IXP/20 controller. 

2 Door Standard Expansion 

Controller GB/ISP920i 

Two door controller housed in a mild steel cabinet with 

a 3 amp switch mode supply suitable for all standard 

lock types as well as pulse, solenoid and motorised 

locks. It has 9 status LEDs, can support the full range of 

Impro readers as well as 3rd party readers and features 

an onboard memory of 10,000 tags. 

IXP20 System diagram 

Readers 

The IXP20 system is compatible with all of the 

readers shown, including the new Multi-

Discipline Reader, capable of reading impro 

tags and cards plus HID, iClass, Mifare and 

many other 3rd party card technologies 

including Oyster and Squid travel cards. 
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